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Trees, animals, birds, plants, forests, mountains, lakes 
and rivers — everything that exists in Nature are in des-
perate need of our kindness, of the compassionate care 
and protection of human beings. If we protect them, 
they in turn will protect us.      
                                                       - Amma    

GreenFriends is a global grassroots environmental movement which promotes 
environmental awareness and local participation in conservation efforts throughout the world.

GreenFriends is one of the projects of Embracing the World, a not-for-profit international collective of 
charities founded by internationally known spiritual and humanitarian leader, Mata Amritanandamayi (Amma)

To join the Pacific Northwest GreenFriends Litter Project, write Karuna at karunap108@comcast.net

For Organic Gardening and Permaculture write Maheswari at: PNWGreenFriends@google.com

For The Tree Planting and Habitat Restoration Project write:   

Ananya ammasananya@comcast.net and Kalavathi annecrary@gmail.com
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Stories and Reflections- Gardening

From Sharadamba in Shelton:

In May, Sharadamba planted one of the seeds from an apple Amma gave her.  In our July 2014 issue of this newslet-

ter, she shared pictures of the plant.  Here is what it looks like now!                                            

 August 2014 June  2014

From Karuna in Seattle:

1)  Last summer, I purchased a lemon tree.  I really enjoyed watching the lemons grow.  When fall came, and the 

temperatures started falling, I put the tree in the house, as I had been instructed to do.  I mourned as one after an-

other, the lemons started turning black and dropping off, as did most of the leaves.  By early-winter, the tree looked 

almost dead, although some green, or near green leaves remained.  Once spring came, I put the tree back outside 

after fertilizing it as directed by a local nursery.  The tree stayed in the same condition throughout the spring and 

summer; nothing changed.  Then last week, in the third week in August I got quite a shock.  Seemingly overnight, 

buds had appeared, quite a lot of them.  And shortly thereafter it flowered.  I assume it is too late for fruit this year, 

but maybe there is hope for next!  Regardless of what happens, the process has been a good lesson in patience 

and the importance of not giving up.  Nature has its own timetable.
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Stories and Reflections- Gardening (contd.)

2) Last week, as I was feeding the worms in my worm bin, I looked to the side and noticed a bug on the box that was 

next to me.  Its body was about a half an inch long.  I was astounded by its beauty.  A few days later, I saw another 

bug, this time on my car.  It turned out to be an older version of the same bug.   I found it very interesting that the 

younger bug had a design that was so much more intricate than the adult.  

Imagine my surprise when I discovered that the bugs were Acrosternum hilare or Chinavia hilaris, more commonly 

known as “Green Stink Bugs”!  They put out a foul smell odor when they are disturbed.  They are considered gar-

den pests since they feed on trees, shrubs, weeds and fruits.  The University of Vermont reports that “They cause 

www.uvm.edu/mastergardener/documents/GreenStinkBugsinYourGarden_000.pdf
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Stories and Reflections- Gardening (contd.)
damage by sticking their piercing/sucking mouthpart into fruit, and sucking out the sap and allowing an entry site 

for disease. Feeding injury results in typical catfacing, dimpling and scarring (fruit deformity) and sunken discolored 

or distorted plant tissues. The surfaces around the wound can become corky because the cells are dead and stop 

growing.” Nature is such a mystery.

3) Here are some of my favorite garden pictures this year!  I picked the dark winter squash today.  It is 10.4 pounds!  

I put a penny on it so you would get a better sense of the size.
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Stories and Reflections- Gardening (contd.)
From Satyavati in Tacoma:

Here are some current pictures of Mother’s Kitchen Garden!  Remember that we could use produce from YOUR 

gardens for Mother’s Kitchen.  (Mother’s Kitchen is a project for feeding the homeless.)  For example when we make 

hash browns from scratch we use 50 pounds of potatoes.  Any organic potatoes you could donate would be very 

helpful!  For more information contact Visala at vhohlbein@msn.com.

mailto:Visala%20vhohlbein%40msn.com?subject=Green%20Friends
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From Justine in East Sheen, Southwest London 
Wow I am so lucky, look at this handsome fella that came to visit.

Actually he could be a she I am not sure, but either way I think he/she has 

taken residence in our garden somewhere, what a treat! We call people who live in East Sheen, 

which is where I live, Sheenites, amongst other names, so I introduce my ‘Sheenite Toad’. 

Do you have a friendly toad in your garden?

Source: http://eclecticoddsnsods.com/2014/08/04/macro-monday-another-handsome-fella-came-to-visit-me/
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by Saroja
It's been "tomato time" in Seattle!  We're usually asking for an extended season - please, a few more warm days in 

September for more ripe and red fruit.  But this year August has been perfect tomato weather.  Even the evenings the 

latter half of the month have been surprisingly warm, and the fruit keeps ripening.  Tomatoes are said to irritate the 

three doshas - I confess to splurging anyway this one time during the year.

While the tomatoes and the basil and parsley are thriving on their own, Bob and I have given our attention this month 

to clearing out.

August 23 King County sponsored the yearly White Center Recycling Collection Event.  Items encouraged for recy-

cling: refrigerators, mattresses, vehicular tires, mobile devices, foam, large wood pieces, and brick concrete rock.  

Every urban gardener here in Western Washington runs into the ubiquitous potato rock and Bob and I have been 

'growing' them.  With each new veggie bed comes another pile of rock - and what to do with them?  Our soils 

having been formed by volcanic eruptions, mudflows, that whole glacial process, there's no end to the rock and 

compacted ash-y soil.  So on Aug 23 we loaded up the rock and said, 'Hats off to King County' for helping us clean 

up and clear out.

We have growing in the front yard, just 15 ft. from the porch, a Chamaecyparis lawsoniana aka Lawson cypress.  And 

it is massive.  From the earth its six trunks, each 20 inches in diameter, have grown to a height of 75 feet.  We see it 

as a baby conifer in a 1938 photo of our house, it having come all the way from Port Orford, Oregon.  The tree is na-

tive to a small area in southern Oregon and northern California, an area originally inhabited by the Tutuni peoples.  In 

1911 the town of Port Orford became a shipping port for the local, as it is known there, 'Port Orford Cedar.'  At least 

two of the trees made it up here to Seattle - there is one just a block away from us, but otherwise it is uncommon in 

the City.

Our tree has had free rein for 76 years and now we felt it was time to intervene.  (When I walk up the sidewalk to the 

porch, I feel the weight of its branches overhead, and the roof of the house is being engulfed.)  We started by remov-

ing a few lower branches, became more emboldened with each cut, and kept going up - Bob using his rock climbing 

Clearing Out 
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skills to great effect - and ended up not only having raised the crown dramatically, but also ended up feeling a love 

for the tree - for the first time!  The heart really does open to something when our hands have touched it and we've 

become more familiar and intimate with it and have learned about it.  Conditional love still; but still love.  And the tree 

also looks more beautiful, certainly majestic with its bare trunks and cone-shaped crown.

We forfeited the privacy that its limbs had provided, but oh, the air!  It is as though a film has been removed from the 

mind - we feel happy.  And now opening the front door to the outside is an invitation to breath.  Immediately when we 

finished we heard a new song bird who had found a way into the center of the tree, and a neighborhood crow came 

uncomplaining to perch on an exposed limb.  In Feng shui, the Phoenix is thought to need an unimpeded view at the 

front door of a home, and I think we've provided for that, too.

Clearing Out  (contd.)
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Saving the Earth’s Resources

Reduce packaging waste in your kitchen
by Anavadya

In our quest to find ways to be more environmentally conscientious, a good place to start is by simply taking a good 

look around our kitchen. You are likely to be surprised by all the ways you could cut back on unnecessary packaging, 

and reduce costly recycling programs— which happen to have their own impact on the environment.

The main thing we have to do is get a little more creative.  One way to reduce excessive packaging is to spend some 

extra time getting to know what’s in our grocery store.  Many stores are now offering bulk food items that you can 

measure off and use to refill your containers at home.  If your grocer is stocked well, you may find bulk honey, syrup, 

oils, nut butters and even cleaning supplies, in addition to the usual granolas, rice and beans. It’s with these basic 

ingredients, where if you let your creative juices flow, you can recreate many of items you might usually buy in a more 

expensive container.

While that endeavor may seem to be a challenge, homemade really can be a thrill. You’re likely to discover the joys 

of making healthier, more flavor-filled versions of your old favorite packaged foods. The key is breaking down the 

ingredients to the basics— and then buying the most healthy, highest quality you can afford. Consider using ghee 

and coconut oil to get great flavor in your baking, cooking or raw foods. These are well known to be beneficial for 

Homemade = best made & less landfill
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heart health, and more.  Also, don’t pass up the salt, the right amount and the right kind, of course.  Pink Himalayan 

is known to have fantastic health effects.

Another key to happy results in the kitchen is to have equipment that makes clean up easy. Small ‘Personal blenders’ 

come in various sizes, are a great choice. Basic models are economical and are really all you need.  (You can see one 

in the pictures in this article.)

The best way to start is by using easy recipes, i.e. those which include just a few ingredients.  For example make 

your own sunflower seed butter— if you prefer raw, just blend sunflower seeds up with some coconut oil, and honey 

or you can toast the seeds lightly beforehand for a more earthy flavor.

I’ve been enjoying a ‘healthy’ pudding made up of cooked white beans, blended with canned coconut milk, vanilla 

and a sweetener made from dates softened in hot water. Once again, just blend up and add ingredients to taste, and 

don’t forget the pinch of salt that helps bring out the flavors.

Beyond being tasty and versatile, beans contain energy sustaining complex carbohydrates, essential vitamins and 

minerals.  They are very low in fat, sodium, and high in fiber. The beans take on whatever other flavors you cook them 

with and offer a dense meaty texture. Consider using them as a main ingredient in baking, smoothies and puddings.

As a bulk food staple, allow yourself the joy of soaking and cooking beans on your own. Really, very easy- all it re-

quires is 8-12 hours of forethought.  Many cookbooks and pamphlets at the store, along with info found online, will 

give you soaking times for the all the different varieties. Also it’s a good way to avoid BPAs that are sometimes found 

in canned beans.

The greatest benefit of homemade is that you get to decide what ingredients go into your food.  By bypassing pre-

servatives and other unneeded additives, you are creating food that is enlivened with nutrients and love. What better 

way to nourish your body, family and friends- the earth will thank you too!

Saving the Earth's Resources (contd.)
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                Litter Pick Up Work Party - Aug 10, 2014

On Sunday morning August 10, a group of 19 hardy souls gathered together to pick up litter 

and cigarette butts on Aurora Avenue N in Seattle.  In the past few years, we have worked in 

rain, wind, and ice cold conditions.  This time, we were working in direct sunlight that was at 

or near 90 degrees!  Temperatures that hot is almost unheard of in Seattle.

One man stopped by our information table and asked for our email address.  Another said he only had a few minutes, 

but wanted to ask some questions.  He then decided he wanted to work with us for a short time.  He got so involved 

he ended up staying and picking up trash longer than any of us!

During the short work party, we collected nearly 10 pounds of cigarette butts.  The next day, those 10 pounds, plus 

another 12 pounds of butts that had been picked up previously, were sent to TerraCycle where they will be recycled 

and turned into plastic pallets.

         PNW LITTER PROJECT
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                   Litter Pick Up Work Party (contd.)

From Terry in Enumclaw:

Monday morning 8am my daughter, myself Grandma, and 3 year old Stone set out for the lake...I was prepared for lit-

ter pick- up with extra gloves. We turned into a 3 generational team...Stone and his mom were the "spotters" of litter 

and I was the picker upper. We all felt very happy cleaning up...and the lake, the warm sun, the chirping birds, the 

blackberries and little brown frog were all Nature's prasad.  OM SHANTI SHANTI SHANTI...

From Karuna in Seattle:

This is what happens to the aluminum cans that Visala and I take to the Recycling Depot!
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                   Stories and Reflections- Litter

PNW Litter Project Stats:

As of August 31, 2014 we had 371 members.  Fifty two members and 

their guests reported picking up 131.4 hours of litter during August 2014. 

The average pick up time was: 2.5 hours;

 the range was 3 minutes to 30 hours and the median was 1 hour.

Members of the project have picked up litter for 5633 hours 

since the project began in July 2011.

TerraCycle credited us with turning in 139,534 cigarette butts in 2013.

 We have turned in 55,200 butts so far this year for a total of 194,734 butts 

since we started sending them to TerraCycle in January 2013.

 (We also collected the 5 gallon jar of cigarette butts we use for the litter project display. 

Those have not been counted.)
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Trash picking in India is simply mind boggling. Amma's free housing colony in 
Hyderabad sits in a rag pickers neighborhood and we have interacted with them many a 
time. They say nothing goes to a waste in India ( except probably the small plastic bag). 
The rag pickers are paid for everything from human hair to broken flip flops.

The city itself introduced a ban on plastic bags in grocery stores ( the ones that we use 
to bag vegetables here). For the heavier plastic bag at check out they charge a 
hefty amount. After this ban i have seen people bringing their
own cloth bags to stores. 

From Kothai in Bellevue
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 We arrived at the water access park in the late afternoon and it was my husband that spotted it. As I walked near, 
with it in the corner of my eye, I just assumed it was a rock. My heart sank when I realised what it was, a large disin-
tegrating broken piece of Styrofoam and concrete barge. It weighed about 1 ton and was about 1.5 metres long by 
a metre wide. It sat, crumbling and breaking down into the pristine environment, becoming ground for some sickly 
grasses to grow. 

In the grand scheme of things of course this is nothing. There are islands of the stuff floating and swirling in the seas. 
After being able to pick so much litter, here was something that I couldn’t remove. There it sat, becoming an ominous 
silhouette against the sunset. The following days, under the untainted skies, swimming in the crystal clear sea, 
I thought about a plan of action.

Before we left the water park, I gathered up any loose Styrofoam from around it and talked to my husband about 
solutions  Maybe we could cover it and hack off the Styrofoam with a saw… but we weren’t prepared for that…. 
we had no saw.

Once we were back at home, I posted on the local Facebook page and emailed an independent and very innovative 

How Can We Protect the Oceans 
from Plastic Pollution? Part 2

by Vandita (Halfmoon Bay, B.C.)
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recycling centre. They suggested it was probably from the Japanese Tsunami and said it was the local government’s 
responsibility to clean up.  They copied them into my emails. So far I haven’t had a reply but I have a phone number 
and will call next week. 

My husband brought up an apt point.  What if the carbon emissions that result from moving it are worse than the 
pollution itself? Carbon emissions are bad news, but this amount of Styrofoam breaking down is a terrible hazard 
to animal life, the ocean and the soil. How many sea birds would die with their stomachs full of it, starving and poi-
soned? What other effects would it have on the environment, and us? 

My young 23 month old daughter and I continue to pick up the Styrofoam from the local beach. She’s getting better 
at it and hands it to me these days. 

Next month, I’ll continue with part 3 and news and updates on the Styrofoam and concrete in the water park. Until 
then, let’s all prayer for Mother Nature.  She needs our prayers.
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            Interesting Videos and Articles 

Animals/Marine life

From Shobana in Seattle:  http://www.etv-hellas.net/videos/2014-03-05.html

From Ajayya in Olympia: http://themetapicture.com/25-of-the-best-parenting-moments-in-the-animal-kingdom/

Flowers

From Poornima in Shoreline: http://vimeo.com/98276732

Art

From Ajayya in Olympia: http://pinterest.com/pin/278097345715441402/

http://inhabitat.com/artist-will-kurtz-sculpts-lifelike-people-out-of-recycled-newspapers/

http://hifructose.com/2013/01/10/khalil-chishtees-beautifully-fragile-plastic-bag-sculptures/

From Yashas in Seattle: http://exopermaculture.com/2013/06/22/bill-witherspoons-oregon-desert-land-art/

Upcycling 

From Karuna in Seattle:  http://usemeagain.wordpress.com/

From Ajayya in Olympia: http://www.creativespotting.com/page/40/

Movie:

From Prarthana in Seattle:Trailer: Song of the New Earth - Official Trailer 

http://vimeo.com/m/92788127  (Movie is produced by Ward Serrill, a Seattle Amma devotee.)

From Ajayya in Olympia:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ROJpLOmzHBg 

 (This is a professionally done documentary related to a story we shared in the newsletter last year.)
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